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12 Individual submitter All 6 speed change locations To whom it may concern, please find my submission and details on the proposed SH10 Awanui to Kaingaroa speed limit changes below: 
Firstly, I understand that lower speeds reduce likelihood of fatality in an accident, and I also do agree that a new speed limit should be 
applied to the Kareponia village. However, this is where my agreement with the present proposal ends. I would like to breakdown my 
disagreement in into points for easier understanding. 
 
Fatalities 
 
To my understanding the three fatalities mentioned in the proposal all have the primary contributing factor of irresponsible driving; two of 
the cases were driving under the influence of illicit substances. The other case, if I am correct in the instances mentioned, the driver was 
using her cell phone.  Another instance that comes to mind but may be out of the 10 year bracket, also saw an elderly woman die when she 
and her driver crashed with another vehicle which was performing ‘skids’ across the road at night. I would like to re-iterate that these are 
only to the best of my knowledge, however, they all do not have the primary cause of speed but the cause of irresponsible/illegal driving. 
Although speed may have been the difference between life and death, I do not believe that a sign with a different speed limit will have 
stopped these drivers from driving illegally which in these cases caused death. 
 
Dangerous driving problem I have witnessed 
 
The proposed limiting of speed from Awanui through Kaingaroa will exacerbate the problem of people overtaking slower drivers.  There are 
a large number of drivers that drive at 80km per hour along this stretch of road currently, which is supported by the average speed in the 
proposal. Due to this, people who are capable of driving at the 100km limit are often looking to get past. With the proposed limits these 
drivers will no-longer be able to overtake on the straights above and below Kareponia hill, and in-turn are likely to do it on the straights after 
Kaingaroa School; or worse take more risk on corners. It may be a better alternative to have more passing lanes available. 
 
Travel Time 
 
The impact of the proposed limits also will affect the time taken to travel through this stretch of road. The proposal suggests that this will 
only take an extra 85 seconds. However, I do believe this estimate is inaccurate. I wonder if the draftsman considered the impact of a 60km 
limit on heavy vehicles having to travel uphill, as they begin their climb, they will already be at a lesser speed which will cause them to be an 
absolute crawl by the top of Kareponia/Kaingaroa Hills. 
 
Economy 
 
The economical effects of the limits will be on transport companies  and this cost will be transferred onto the local economy. As I have 
stated above I do not believe that these limits will only increase travel time by 85 seconds, but for arguments sake I will use this as an 
example: 
 
1 heavy haulage vehicle moving through this zone 4 times in one day (two round trips) will total 5:40 minutes per day, at 85 seconds. This 
does not sound like much but over a week (5 days) is 28:20 minutes; and over a year is 24.5 hours. At the average wage for a truck driver in 
the far north say $22 per hour (this is conservative), which will be 22 x 24.5 = $539 per truck driver-per year. 
Now we could apply this to Mangonui Haulage, Fulton Hogan, Far North Roading, Jecentho’s Contracting and many other haulage 
companies that regularly use this road. Mangonui Haulage having approximately 10 forestry haulers using this road, would increase their 
cost alone by $5390.00. This is a cost that is not including wear costs or profit margin increases. 
 
All of these costs will be forwarded onto the local consumers in the region, which already has an average economy. If we think about Fulton 
Hogan, Far North Roading, and other roading contractors their costs -with profit margins and wear- will be directed to the Far North District 
Council, and NZTA respectively in the upkeep of roading.    
 
Reasons for/against limits 
 
Although I disagree with the current speed limit proposal, I do agree that something can be done about both safety and traffic congestion. 
Firstly, the village of Kareponia should have a speed limit due to the density and vicinity of the population there. However, I do believe that 
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18 National Road Carriers 
Association (INC) 

All 6 speed change locations INTRODUCTION 
 
1. National Road Carriers (NRC) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission on the proposed speed reviews Moerewa to Kawakawa, 
Awanui to Kaingaroa, Puketona to Paihia. 
 
2. NRC is a New Zealand Road Transport organisation and an affiliate member of Road Transport Forum NZ, representing 1513 members. 
Some 85% of NRC’s membership comprises single vehicle operators and 95% employ 10 or less and all members expect their views to be 
highlighted in this Submission. 
 
3. The NRC and RTF are dedicated to working for and with members to achieve continual improvement in all aspects of the industry 
including safety, recruitment, retention of staff, compliance, profitability and professionalism. 
 
SUBMISSION 
 
4. The focus of the submission is on feedback raised by members. 
 
5. NRC and RTF strongly support’s road safety and interventions where all options are well considered and make a difference. 
 
6. NRC have some concerns that there is a blanket approach of reducing speed limits around the country on the State Highways. 
 
7. Concerns raised by members is the lowering of speed limits is an easier option than investing in fixing the infrastructure network that is in 
a poor state. 
 
8. NRC is concerned that there will be an increase in these speed reviews on State Highways where other measures should be taken into 
consideration. 
 
COMMENTS 
 
· Puketona to Paihia is an area that has seen an increase in population and necessitates a lower speed limit due to the road undulation in 
areas and road design. 
 
NRC approves the proposed. 
 
· Awanui to Kaingaroa 
 
NRC sees no reason disapprove of the proposed to lower speed limits through Kaingaroa township. 
 
· Moerewa to Kawakawa 
 
NRC does not accept the proposed and would like to see other measures put in place in terms of road safety. 
 
This stretch of road has poor alignment, is built on a swamp and reducing the speed limit is not going to fix the problem. Fatalities will still 
occur at 80km/h, this whole area requires addressing with regards to the bridges, design and maintenance. 
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20 Individual submitter All 6 speed change locations The mind boggles at how these proposed new speed limits have been thought up. 
 
From the original submissions it was VERY clear that the majority of people thought that the speed limits DIDN’T need decreasing, other 
than in the main populated area of Kareponia. How did the minority suddenly get listened to?? 
 
I cannot start to understand how you’re proposing to turn perfectly fine 100kph areas into 60kph areas, when people already drive 80kph on 
these stretches of road, now we’ll have to put up with them driving 40kph. Unbelievable. 
 
Extending the 50kph East of Awanui – fine 
 
It should then turn to 100kph – through till Kareponia Hill 
 
Then to 80kph through the Kareponia settlement ONLY 
 
Back to 100kph right through till Taipa. 
 
Kaingaroa isn’t even a town!! Next thing it’ll be 60kph right the way to Kerikeri? 
 
What you’re doing is slowing the Far North down. What used to be a 20minute trip to Taipa from Kaitaia will become a 30minute trip – x 
number of people on the road = wasted years of time.   
 
Please – consider the stupidity of these new speed limits. 
 
Cars are 100x better than they used to be, more safe, more reliable. I think we’re all getting a bit soft? 
























































